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Abstract 

In this paper, we show how the Contrastivist Hypothesis (Hall 2007, Dresher 2008) can be amended using 
Element Theory (KLV 1988; Angoujard 1997; Scheer 1999; Backley 2011) and Government Phonology 
(KLV 1990; Lowenstamm 1996; Scheer 2004). Given the richness of the phenomenology of Nordic 
languages, this family constitutes our testing ground. While one might expect five different hierarchies, given 
that Scandinavian languages are distinct languages, what we actually find is one unique hierarchy where the 
same features are used in the same order. However, if we want a full understanding of the Nordic 
phenomenology and if we maintain the hierarchy exactly as it is, two difficulties appear: the first one involves 
motivation, the second one naturalness. In order to overcome the two kinds of difficulties mentioned above, 
we aim to develop a representation of the obstruent inventory based on unary primes using Element Theory 
and Government Phonology. The results we get from this hierarchy cannot be considered independently from 
the syllabic structure. Therefore, we propose a rereading of the phenomenology of Nordic that connects the 
new elementary representations that we posit to the syllabic constraints. As a consequence, we explore new 
hypotheses concerning the phonological activity in Scandinavian languages. 

1. Introduction 
Contrastive Hierarchy (Dresher 2009) is a way to organize the binary features used to qualify a given 
phonemic system. The structure we obtain is made up of what can be seen as contrastive features (i.e., 
playing an active role in the phonology of a given language, cf. Contrastivist Hypothesis (Hall 2007)). 
Even if this method offers a reliable way to access the phonologically active content of segments (thereby 
allowing us to identify the mechanisms affecting them), we want to show that it becomes problematic 
when dealing with phenomena whose causes lie beyond the segmental level. 
 The aim of this paper is to show how this framework can be amended using Element Theory 
(KLV 1988, Angoujard 1997, Scheer 1999, Backley 2011) and Government Phonology (KLV 1990, 
Lowenstamm 1996, Scheer 2004, Pöchtrager 2006, Jensen 1994, Pöchtrager & Živanović 2010). Given 
the richness of the phenomenology of Nordic languages, this family constitutes our testing ground. We 
explore here three phenomena, namely spirantization, voicing and preaspiration and see how the 
contrastivist approach can be helpful for their analysis. 
 Because it neglects the syllabic level, the contrastivist approach misses strong generalizations 
concerning the naturalness of these phenomena. While maintaining the contrast at the center of our 
approach, we aim to show that the unarist framework is, able to cover the results obtained with the 
contrastivist method, but also to surpass the aporetic use of binary features. 

                                                             
* We are very thankful to Jean-Pierre Angoujard, Catherine Colin, Orin Percus and all the members of the P3 seminar (held 
at the LLing in the University of Nantes). We are also grateful to the organizers of the Features conference and to our two 
reviewers for the insightful comments on this paper. All remaining mistakes are ours. 
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 This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, an overview of the systems and processes found 
in the Scandinavian family is presented. Concentrating on synchronic data, we show the similarities 
observed in the family. In section 3, we demonstrate how the members of this family unite under a single 
hierarchy and how it can be used to explain the processes. On the other hand, we also turn to a critique 
concerning the limits of the framework. In the last and the fourth section, we will introduce the 
hierarchical representation using privative elements and show how it enables to cover the processes and 
which predictions can be made about the Scandinavian family. 

2. The Scandinavian linguistic family 
The languages under examination in this paper are standard Icelandic, Faroese, Danish, Swedish and 
Bokmål1.  

2.1. Genetic Typology 
We summarize in (1) the diachrony of the Scandinavian languages. There might be diverging views 
among the authors (Ottosson 2002, Birkmann 2002, Nielsen 2002, Schulte 2002a, 2002b) about the exact 
dates of the different linguistic stages, however it is possible to schematize the evolution as in (1). 

                                                             
1 We chose the standardized spoken variety of Norwegian, Bokmål, or as Kristoffersen (2000:7) refers to it: 'Standard East 
Norwegian'. It is hardly possible to claim that anyone has Bokmål as their mother tongue. However, Norway has two official 
Norwegian languages and Bokmål represents the high variety: it is the most chosen language by administrations and news 
media and children learn it very early at school. For more information about the Norwegian linguistic policy, see 
Kristoffersen (2000). 
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 (1)  General Survey of the Nordic Diachrony 
 Proto-Germanic 
 (Common Germanic) 
200 

 
 West Germanic  North Germanic East Germanic 
 ancient Nordic 

 
500 
 late ancient Nordic 
800 

 
 Common Nordic 
  (dǫnsk tunga)2 
1050 
 West Norse  East Norse 
  (“norrønt mál”)  (“dǫnsk tunga”) 
 
 
 old Icelandic old Faroese old Norwegian old Danish     old Swedish 
1350 (unattested) 
 
 middle Norwegian middle Danish  middle 
Swedish 
1530 
 
 
 Icelandic Faroese Nynorsk / Bokmål Danish Swedish 

Modern Scandinavian languages evolved from Proto-Nordic, which corresponds to the Nordic branch of 
Proto-Germanic. Until the end of the Viking Age (1025-1050), Scandinavians were assumed to speak the 
same language, i.e. Common Nordic, despite few variations3. The discrepancy intensifies thereafter, 
dividing the linguistic area into two sub-groups: East and West. The continuum of all North Germanic 
languages spoken between 1100 and the middle of the 14th century is referred to as Old Nordic 
(sometimes Old Norse4). In concrete terms, the split between East and West is mainly reflected in the 
vowel system (for more details, see Ottosson 2002 and Birkmann 2002). 
 Regarding the consonants, three major changes occurred in the early Old Nordic period. They 
are summed up in (2). 
- Western Nordic languages dropped initial /v/ in /vr/ clusters, while Eastern languages maintained it5 (2a). 
                                                             
2 dǫnsk tunga means literally "Danish tongue". This name was given afterwards by the medieval authors (Schulte 
2002a:872f, Ottosson 2002:789) to qualify the language spoken on the whole Scandinavian territory between 800 and 1050 
approx. Later on, a second name appears in the literature to qualify the language spoken in the western part of Scandinavian 
after the Viking Age: norrønt mál, "Norwegian tongue" (Ottosson 2002:790). 
3 For instance, the East Norse monophthongization, which can still be observed today ('stone': Icelandic steinn, Danish sten; 
Indefinite article 'a': Icelandic einn, Nynorsk ein, Danish en) and is assumed to have occurred between 900 and 1000 
(Schulte 2002a:873). 
4 Haugen (according to Ottosson 2002:873) and Schulte (2002a) use the noun Old Norse to qualify West Norse only. 
However, it is possible to find this terminology as a synonym of Old Nordic (Ottosson 2002). 
5 Schulte (2002b:886), Ottosson (2002:791). 
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- Regressive assimilation in /nasal+C/ clusters6 was more widely spread in the Western group (2b). 
- In opposition to all other languages, Old Icelandic is the only one that kept all the initial /h/ before 
sonorants7 (2c). 

(2) Eastern/Western split in Norse 
  East Norse  West Norse  
(a) Old Sw. vræþer  Old Ice. reiðr  angry (wroth) 
  Old Sw. vranger  Old Ice. rangr  false, incorrect (wrong) 
  Old Sw. vræka  Old Ice. reka   avenge INF. 
  Old Sw. vriþa   Old Ice. riða   twist 
(b) Old Sw. banker  Old Ice. bekkr  bench 
  Old Sw. klinter  Old Ice. klettr   rock, crag 
  Old Sw. svamper  Old Ice. svǫppr   mushroom 
  Old Sw. ænkia  Old Ice. ekkja   widow 
  Old Sw. branter  Old Ice. brattr  steep 
 (c) Old Norw. níga  Old Ice. hníga  sink INF. 
  Old Norw. laupa  Old Ice. hlaupa  run INF.  
  Old Norw. rósa  Old Ice. hrósa  praise 

2.2. The synchronic data 
In this section, we focus on the synchrony of the modern Scandinavian languages. First, we describe the 
systems used in those languages and then give the main processes that affect the consonants. 

2.2.1. The systems 
As mentioned in the previous section and as illustrated in (2), consonants show more stability than vowels 
during the split between East and West. As a consequence, Scandinavian consonantal systems are still 
very similar, as shown in (3): 

(3)  Consonants inventory of Nordic languages 

 
labial  coronal palatal dorsal glottal 

plosive p b t d 
 

k g 
 

nasal 
 

m 
 

n 
    

trill 
   

r (Ice, Norw, Sw) 
    

fricative f 
 

s ð (Ice) 
  

ʁ (Dan) h 

approximant 
   

ɹ (Far) j 
   

lateral approximant 
  

l 
     

The table in (3) highlights the fact that Icelandic, Faroese, Danish, Swedish and Norwegian share a vast 
majority of their consonants8. We pointed out the segments that are specific only to a part of the family: (i) 

                                                             
6 Ibid. 

7 Ottosson (2002:791). Although it includes Norway, the initial /h/ loss is depicted as a typical Eastern process. 
8 For the sake of simplicity, the allophonic realizations and dialectal variations will not be discussed here. For more 
information about (dialectal) variations see Árnason (2011) and Rögnvaldsson (1990) for Icelandic, Árnason (2011) and 
Thráinsson et al. (2012) for Faroese, Riad (2014) for Swedish, Basbøll (2005) for Danish and Kristoffersen (2000) for 
Norwegian. 
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the voiced interdental fricative can be found in Danish and Icelandic, but its status within each language 
is different. In Danish, it is an allophone of the dental stop /d/ whereas, in Icelandic, it has a phonemic 
status and has two phonetic realizations: voiceless [θ] and voiced [ð], (ii) the [-lateral] liquids in the 
family and inside each language display a large amount of variation. We have selected, in table (3), the 
most broadly used version. Note that speakers may produce different forms. 

2.2.2. The processes 
We now turn to some active phenomena in the Scandinavian languages. We describe them as they are 
given in the classical literature (Kristoffersen 2000, Andersson 2002, Barnes and Weyhe 2002, Basbøll 
2005, Árnason 2011). We do not present all the processes affecting the Nordic consonants and focus on 
three major ones: preaspiration, spirantization/occlusivization and voicing, which will be the most 
relevant for our present discussion. 

a.  Preaspiration 
The most intriguing phenomena in the phonology of Nordic languages is probably the Icelandic 
preaspiration. Underlying voiceless stops geminates are pronounced short and preceded by a glottal 
fricative (see (4a) below). /voiceless stop+sonorant/ clusters are also affected: they are preceded by a 
glottal fricative (see (4b) below). Preaspiration is also to be found in Faroese, although it is not as broadly 
described as the Icelandic one 9 . Faroese voiceless stops and /stop+sonorant/ clusters undergo 
preaspiration in the same contexts as in Icelandic (see (5a-b) below). 
(4) Preaspiration in Icelandic  

a. /hnɛppa/ [nɛ̥hpa] button INF. 
 /dɛkk/ [tɛhk] tyre 
 /nautt/ [nauht] night 
b. /oppna/ [ohpna] open INF. 
 /ɛppli/ [ɛhpli] apple 
 /vattn/ [vahtn]̥ water 

 /ai̯t t la/ [ai̯htla] intend INF. 
 /sakkna/ [sahkna]  miss INF.  
 /ɛkkla/ [ɛhkla]  scarcity 

(5) Preaspiration in Faroese 
a. /knappʊɹ/ [knaʰppʊɹ] up 
 /takka/ [taʰkka]  thank INF. 
 /nɔt t / [nɔʰ t t]  night 

                                                             
9 Barnes and Weyhe (2002:194f) mention preaspiration in their chapter, but it does not appear in their transcriptions. 
Lockwood (1964:7f) also mentions without transcribing it, but minimizes it in saying that "In any case, this preaspiration is 
no more significant than the aspiration heard after Faroese k, p, t in some positions, i.e. [kʰ, pʰ, tʰ], as also in English". Some 
authors such as Braunmüller (2007:296) distinguish between Icelandic preaspiration which blocks length and Faroese 
preaspiration which does not: according to him, Lockwood (1964:7) and Árnason (2011:228), we thus obtain [hp:, ht:, hk:]. 
As reflected in the transcriptions they give, while the glottal fricative is considered as a full-fledged segment in Icelandic, in 
Faroese, it just appears as a reflex on the stop. Thereby, it does not occupy a slot in the skeletal tier, which could explain 
why it does not prevent stops from being long.  
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b. /vattn/ [vaʰ tn]̥  water 
 /sokknir/ [sɔʰkn ɪɹ]  miss INF. 
 /tvatt la/ [tvaʰ t la]  intend INF. 
 /fatt la/ [faʰ t la]  put in a sling INF. 

As shown in (6) and (7), preaspiration is not active in Swedish and Bokmål (Kristoffersen 2000, Riad 
2014). It is not active in Danish neither, but Danish stop geminates will be discussed more precisely in 
section 3.3.1.  

(6) Absence of preaspiration in Swedish 
a.  /lɔppa/ [lɔppa]  flea 
  /lɔkk/ [lɔkk]  lid 
  /pɔt ta/ [pɔt ta]  potty 
b. /stappla/ [stappla]  stagger INF. 
  /vɪt tna/ [vɪt tna]  testify INF. 
  /trokkla/ [trokkla]  baste INF. 

(7) Absence of preaspiration in Bokmål 
(a) /sʉppə/ [sʉppə]  soup 
  /sikkər/ [sikkrə]  sure 
  /fettər/ [fettrə]  cousin (male) 
(b) /oppn/ [oːpn]  open IMP. SG. 

b.  Spirantization/occlusivization 
Icelandic voiceless obstruents are subjected to two kinds of changes (Rögnvaldsson 1990, Árnason 2011): 

(i) Spirantization: voiceless stops /p, t, k/ weaken to [f, s, x] when they precede a coronal 
obstruent (see (8a’)).  

(ii) Occlusivization: the voiceless labial fricative /f/ gains strength and surfaces as [p] when it 
precedes a sonorant (see (8b’)). 

(8)  Spirantization and occlusivization in Icelandic 
(a) /skɪp/ [scɪːp] ship NOM. (a’) /skɪp-s/ [scɪfs] ship GEN. 
 /bau̯t-ʏr/ [pau̯tʏr] boat NOM.  /bau̯t -s/ [pau̯s ː] boat GEN. 
 /θak/ [θaːk] roof NOM.  /θak-s/ [θaxs] roof GEN. 
 /tai̯p-ʏr/ [tʰai̯pʏr] risky MASC.  /tai̯p-t/ [tʰai̯ft] risky NEUT. 
 /rik/ [riːkʰ] rich FEM.  /rik-t/ [rixt] rich NEUT. 
 /veik-ʏr/ [veiːkʏr]̥ weak MASC.  /veik-t/ [veixt] weak NEUT. 
 /ak-a/ [aːka] drive INF.  /ak-tʏ/ [axtʏ] drive IMP. 2PS 
 /ai̯p-a/ [ai̯ːpa] scream INF.  /ai̯p-tɪ/ [ai̯ftI] scream PRET. 3PS 
 /hlœyːp-a/ [lœ̥yːpa] run INF.  /lœ̥yːp-tʏ/ [lœ̥yftʏ] run PRET. 2PS 
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(b) /graf-a/ [kraːva] burry INF. (b’) /graf-nar/ [grapnar] burry PAST PART. 
 /hɛf-ɪl/ [hɛːv ɪl] have INF.  /hɛf-lar/ [hɛplar] grader PL. 

 /svaif ɪll/ [svaiːv ɪtl]̥ pillow NOM.  /svaif-li/ [svaipli] pillow DAT. 

Besides, Icelandic /g/ has five different realizations and four of them are considered as spirantizations 
(vocalization included) (Rögnvaldsson 1990, Árnason 2011): 

- It surfaces as a velar stop word-initially before non-front vowels, word-finally after a consonant 
or anywhere after a sonorant (see (9a) below). 

- Word-initially before unrounded front vowels or palatal glide /j/, a dorso-palatal fricative 
allophone [c] surfaces (see (9b) below) 

- When it precedes a palatal segment (vowel or glide), /g/ is realized as [j] (see (9c)). 
- If it precedes a voiced consonant or intervocalically, it spirantizes as a velar voiced fricative [ɣ] 

(see (9d)).  
- Finally, before a voiceless consonant, it surfaces as a velar voiceless fricative [x] (see (9e)). 

Faroese /g/ has a similar behavior and can be realized as a fricative or a glide according to the context 
(Adams & Petersen 2014): 

- Word-initially, before a consonant and before non-front vowels, it surfaces as a voiced velar stop 
[g] (see (10a) below). 

- Before a front vowel, it is realized as the voiced dorso-palatal affricate [t ͡ʃ] (see (10b) below). 
- After a front vowel or before [ɪ], it is pronounced [j] (see (10c)). 
- After rounded velar vowels, it’s realized as a labial glide [w] (see (10d)). 
- Before the non-round high vowel [ʊ], a labio-dental fricative surfaces (see (10e)). 

(9)  /g/ in Icelandic  (10)  /g/ in Faroese 
(a) /gʏll/ [kʏtl] gold (a) /gonga/ [koŋka] walking 
 /θaung/ [θauŋk] seaweed  /gɔima/ [kɔiːma] save INF. 
 /sɪgla/ [sɪkla] sail INF.  /nœgdʊɹ/ [nœktʊɹ] satisfied MASC. 
(b) /gɛfa/ [cɛːva] give INF. (b) /g ɪftɯr/ [ɟ ɪftɯɹ] married MASC. 
 /gɛlla/ [cɛlla] gill (of fish)  /geva/ [ɟeːva] give INF. 
 /g ɪlla/ [c ɪtla] make golden INF.  /beg ɪnna/ [beɟ ɪnːa] path DAT. 
(c) /deg ɪ/ [teij ɪ] day DAT. SG. (c) /speg ɪl/ [speːj ɪl] mirror 
 /mag ɪ/ [maij ɪ] stomach NOM. SG.  /øg ɪn/ [løːj ɪn] weird 
 /θeigʏm/ [θeijʏm] be silent INF.  /aiga/ [aiːja] own INF. 
(d) /saga/ [saːɣa] story NOM. (d) /tjʉugʊ/ [t ͡ʃʉuːwʊ] twenty 

 /lag/ [laːɣ] law  /lœug ɪn/ [lœuːw ɪn] law DEF. 
 /sagði/ [saɣðɪ] say PRET.  /mʉugʊ/ [mʉuːwʊ] must PRES. 1,2,3 PL. 
(e) /sagt/ [saxt] say PAST PART. (e) /lɔagʊɹ/ [lɔaːvʊɹ] low MASC. 
 /dag/ [taːx] day ACC.  /høgʊɹ/ [høːvʊɹ] high 
 /lags/ [laxs] tune GEN.  /dɛagʊɹ/ [tɛaːvʊɹ] day NOM. 

Danish stops /d, g/ are also affected by lenition. More precisely, /d/ spirantizes to [ð] and /g/ can have 
both semi-vocalic realizations [j, w]. This is illustrated in (11a) and (b) below. 
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 The fricative /v/ can have the semi-vocalic realization [w]. This is illustrated in (11c). These 
lenifications always occur when the target is not syllable initial or stands before a schwa10 (Basbøll 2005): 

(11)  Lenition of /d, g, v/ in Danish 
 (a) /bad/ [pað] bath  (b) /bœgə/ [pœːjə]  bake INF. 
  /bidə/ [piːðə] bite INF.   /dʁɑgə/ [tʁɑːw]  draw INF. 
  /ʁodə/ [ʁoːðə] make disorder INF.  /lɑgə/ [lɑjə]  play INF. 
  /vʁɛd/ [vʁɛːð] angry   /lɔg/ [lɔːʔw]  promise IMP. SG. 
 (c) /ɑvl/ [ɑw ʔl] breeding 
  /hɑv/ [hɑw] sea 
  /lœv/ [lœːʔw] law 
  /savn/ [sɑw ʔn] loss 

Swedish and Norwegian velar stops have a palatal realization when they precede front vowels: (see (12a) 
and (13a) below). Since the result is a fricative, it is also considered as an instance of lenition 
(Kristoffersen 2000, Riad 2014). Moreover, in Swedish, /g/ undergoes semi-vocalization after liquids (see 
(12)(b)). 

(12)  Swedish 
 (a) /kikarɛ/ [ɕ iːkarɛ] binoculars (b) /bœrg/ [bœrːj] mountain 

 /køk/ [ɕøːk] kitchen   /ɛlg/ [ɛlj] moose 
 /gena/ [jeːna] take a short-cut INF. /galge/ [galːjɛ] hanger 
 /gissa/ [j ɪsːa] guess INF.   /bœrga/ [bœrːja] salvage INF. 

(13)  Bokmål 
  /kino/ [çiːnu] cinema 
  /kyssə/ [çysːə] kiss INF. 
  /gyldən/ [julːn] golden INF. 
  /gi/ [j iː] give INF. 

c. Voicing11 
In Western Nordic (Icelandic and Faroese), voiceless stops are voiced intervocalically: this is illustrated 
in (14) and in (15). Voicing is not restricted to the Western languages since it could be found in Danish, 
when stops are not syllable-initial or before schwa (see (16) below). However, Swedish and Bokmål are 
not subject to voicing (see (17) and (18) below). 

                                                             
10 According to Basbøll (2005:96), preceding a schwa is equivalent to be in coda: consonants behave the same way in those 
positions. "The main principle for an intervocalic consonant is that if followed by a full vowel, it is syllable-initial, 
phonologically speaking, if followed by a neutral vowel, it is syllable-final." 
11 Note that we use "voicing" to describe this phenomenon but it should be underlined that this is a case of neutralization of 
aspiration, as in most of Germanic languages (for a detailed analysis, see Iverson & Salmons (1995)). Hence the use of the 
feature [Spread Glottis] in this paper. Scandinavian languages oppose lenis to fortis consonants – we use /b, d, g/ in our 
phonological forms to represent lenis but these transcriptions do not imply that voicing is contrastive. 
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(14)  Icelandic  
/ljɛku/ [ljɛgu] play PRET. /tapa/ [taba] lose INF. /matur/ [madur] food 

(15)  Faroese  
/tɛaka/ [tɛaga] take INF.  /drepa/ [dreːba] kill INF. /sita/ [siːda]  sit INF. 

(16)  Danish 
/hɑk/ [hɑg]̥  notch /øp/ [øb]̥ up /tʁat/ [tsʁad]̥  tired 

(17)  Swedish  
/sjɯkɑ/ [ɧɯːkɑ] ill /skrapɑ/ [skraːpɑ] scrape INF. /beslɯta/ [beslɯːta] decide 

(18)  Bokmål  
/kɑkə/ [kɑːkə] cake /apə/ [apə] ape /skytə/  [ʃyːtə]  shoot INF. 

3. Contrastive Hierarchy 
Since they are sister languages, we do expect North Germanic languages to be similar. This is what the 
previous section puts forward: the genetic link remains visible today through the phonological activity. 
Indeed, Nordic languages have similar consonants and are affected by a limited set of mechanisms. The 
question that now arises is: although Nordic consonants look alike on the surface, are they similar 
segments? In other words, are they organized the same way in their respective system? 
 To answer this question, we need to observe the Nordic consonants, not on a phonetic level but 
from a functional point of view: this is namely what Contrastive Hierarchy (Dresher 2009, Hall 2007) 
allows us to do. In focusing on the phonological active material of segment, this approach offers the 
possibility to access the underlying mechanisms operating in the processes. 

3.1. The method 
The main purpose of the Contrastive Hierarchy is to gain access to the phonologically active features of a 
system. It aims to represent systems as hierarchically organized, where segments do not bear redundant 
features (i.e. to be filled up by phonetic content) but only those which explain their commitment in 
processes. The method relies on the Successive Division Algorithm (developed first by Jakobson & Lotz 
(1949), Halle (1971)). Three steps are necessary to obtain a hierarchical structure that reveals contrastive 
features (Dresher 2009:25): first, consider all the segments as allophonic realizations of a single phoneme. 
Second, isolate at least one of the phonemes using a distinctive feature that distinguishes it/them from the 
rest of the inventory. The inventory is thus split in two: one part is [+F], while the rest is [-F]. Finally, 
repeat the second step in every subgroup until every segment is isolated from the others. At the end, every 
segment is specified and contrasts with the rest of the inventory. 
 The method is based on the functional part of the segments, rather than on their phonetic 
interpretation, its structure should reveal which phonemes interact within phonological processes. Indeed, 
phonemes interact in a given language because they behave the same way and thus share contrastive 
features. 
 To formalize the segmental interactions within the Scandinavian languages, we use Basbøll's 
(2005:103) representations, which he calls "integrated subsystems". This way to organize systems comes 
from the idea that segments that share the vast majority of their content form a subsystem within the 
global system. We give in (19) an example of an integrated subsystem – namely the Icelandic labials – 
which we developed using the descriptions of the phenomena as given in the preceding section (see 2.2.2.) 
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(19) Integrated subsystem of labials in Icelandic 
 /b/ [b] / V_V 
 /p/  [p] / _{l, n} 
  [v] / V_V 
 /f/ [f] / _{t, s} 

In (19) phonemes are connected to their 'expected' realization– i.e. to the realization they usually take – 
by full lines. If the line is dotted, then the phonetic interpretation at the other end is restricted to some 
specific contexts. For example, as shown in (19), /p/ is realized [p] most of the time, except when it 
appears intervocalically (where it is voiced to [b]), and before a coronal obstruent (where it weakens to 
[f]). In the same figure, we can see that /f/ is pronounced [f] in the absence of a specific context, but if it 
sits between two vowels, then it is voiced to [v], and before a sonorant, it strengthens to [p]. Labials are 
traditionally considered as a natural class, which is confirmed by the phonology of Icelandic: they share 
properties that make them interact. 
 After we proceeded exactly the same way for each subsystem in each North Germanic language, 
and thus obtain every possible subsystem, we obtain a general scheme of the hierarchies: segments that 
interact (i.e. that are part of a given subsystem) have to appear under the same branch and share as much 
specification as possible. 
 Although they seem very close to each other, Scandinavian languages are distinct languages – 
we expect then five different hierarchies, in order to illustrate each language. Those hierarchies should be 
very similar and reflect the previously mentioned genetic link; however, we show in (20) that all North 
Germanic languages can be illustrated with only one hierarchy. Of course, other orderings are possible 
but (20) is the most suitable to describe the five languages and the most apt to cover the phenomena 
discussed here. 
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(20) Contrastive Hierarchy of the Scandinavian family12 
 qp 

[+glottal] [-glottal] 
/h/ qp 

[-anterior] [+anterior] 
[+compact] [-compact]  

 qy tp 
[+SG] [-SG] [-coronal] [+coronal] 
/k/ ru [+grave] [-grave] 
 [+continuous] [-cont.] ty ru 

[+strident] [-strident] [+SG] [-SG]  [+SG] [-SG] 
/j/ - /w/ /g/ /p/ ty /t/ ty 

[+cont.] [-cont.] [+cont.] [-cont.] 
[+strident] [-strident] [+strident] [-strident] 

/f/ /b/ /s/ /d/ 

 wo 
 [-strident] [+strident] 

[+voice] [-voice] 
/ð/ /s/  

The same features are required to qualify the consonants of Icelandic, Faroese, Danish, Swedish and 
Bokmål. Not only the contrastive features are the same, but also the order in which we introduced them is 
identical. The very last contrast at the bottom of the structure in (20) is necessary for Icelandic only – 
since it counts an extra phoneme, /ð/, we use an extra contrast, [±voice], in order to distinguish /ð/ from 
/s/. 
 It is worth noting that, even though Icelandic hierarchy is not strictly identical to the other 
Nordic hierarchies, namely because of the presence of the [voice] contrast, they still share the biggest part 
of their structure. The upper part of the hierarchy that is common to all Nordic languages represents the 
core structure of the family (Compton and Dresher 2011). The contrasts that are specific to a language or 
to a part of the family are introduced in the lowest part of the structure, leaving intact the similarity of the 
family. 

3.2. Explaining and unifying the processes within the family 
In this subsection, we propose a new reading of the phenomenology in the light of the results we obtained 
with the Contrastive Hierarchy. We will show that it is possible to give a unified analysis of the 
phenomena observed in several languages although they are sometimes described as disparate in the 
literature. 
 In (21), the phenomena under investigation are represented with help of arrows in (21): 

                                                             
12 This hierarchy includes both classical (articulatory – in italics) and Jakobsonian features (acoustical). The latter are by 
nature the closest to elemental representations in the sense of Harris (1994). The link between Jakobsonian and elementary 
representations will become clearer in section 4.1. where we introduce the advantages of privativity upon binarism. 
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(21) Unification of the processes across Nordic Languages 
 wo 
 [+glottal] [-glottal] 
 /h/ qp 
 [-anterior] [+anterior]  
 qy tp 
[+SG] [-SG] [-coronal] [+coronal] 
 /k/ wy tp rp 
 [+cont.] [-cont.] [+SG] [-SG]  [+SG] [-SG] 
 /j/ - /w/ /g/ /p/ 2 /t/ 2 
 [+cont.] [-cont.] [+cont.] [-cont.] 
 /f/ /b/ /s/ /d/ 
 
 
Spirantization of Icelandic voiceless stops is represented in (21) by the white arrows. It affects aspirated 
segments only (voiceless stops) and makes them lose aspiration and gain stridency (since [SG] is 
incompatible with continuousness in these languages). The place of articulation of the target does not 
intervene here, which means that the mechanism applies uniformly to the whole system. Affected 
segments go from [+SG] to [-SG, +strident]. 
 The grey arrows in (21) represent the voicing phenomenon, which is to be found in Icelandic, 
Faroese and Danish. Once again, the place of articulation of the targets does not play any role in the 
triggering of the mechanism. Affected consonants lose aspiration but remain stops, that is, they become [-
SG, -strident]. In other words, they become lenis stops, which happen to be interpreted as voiced segment 
in Germanic languages (Iverson and Salmons 1995). Just as spirantization, voicing applies the same way 
upon the whole system, as long as the targets is specified for [+SG]. 
 The last phenomenon under investigation here is preaspiration. In a previous section (cf. 2.2.2.), 
we presented this phenomenon as affecting only underlying geminate voiceless stops, voiced geminates 
do not preaspirate (Árnason 2011, Thráinsson et al. 2012). In Icelandic, once preaspiration occurs, we 
obtain a simple stop preceded by an aspiration noise – we thus consider that the stop has only one slot to 
express and that the preceding slot, originally considered as the first part of the geminate, is finally 
occupied by /h/. Consequently, we analyse preaspiration as a degemination, as illustrated in (22) below: 

(22) Preaspiration as a degemination 
 (a) V  C  .  C  V → (b) V  C  .  C  V 
 
 x x  x 

In (22a), the geminate is represented as two positions (a coda and an onset) sharing the same feature 
content ([x]). The figure in (22b) represents degemination, where each position is linked to a specific 
feature for melody. We thus obtain a stop in the coda and a stop in the onset. If we state that the feature 
content is the same, then the configuration is in violation with the Obligatory Contour Principle 
(Goldsmith 1990). The stop sitting in the coda, traditionally given as a weak position is the one 
undergoing a structural change – we postulate that the lenition of the first stop 'deletes' all its content, 
exception made of the glottal dimension. Consequently, the glottal fricative causing the pre-aspiration is 
in fact a voiceless stop that has lost the major part of its content. In the hierarchy, the mechanism can be 
illustrated by a pruning operation right under the first node describing a place or manner of articulation: 
the [±anterior] node. Here as well, only [+SG] segments are affected, but, by contrast to spirantization 
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and voicing, preaspiration leads to a unique result: the glottal fricative /h/, no matter what the target is. 
We illustrate this analysis in (23): 

(23) Degemination and weakening of the coda 
 (a) V  C  .  C  V → (b) V  C  .  C  V 
 
 p h  p 

(22) and (23) imply that both part of geminates can be treated independently – this can be viewed as a 
violation of the so-called inalterability. As discussed in Hayes (1986), inalterability is not an intrinsic 
property of geminates, however they sometimes exhibit resistance to some rules that should apply to these 
consonants if they were single. The whole point is then to propose a notational system that shows, in the 
formulation of the rule, if it is going to affect single consonants only, or geminates, or both equally. 
Phenomena that can affect only one part of a geminate are not excluded by Hayes (1986:347); indeed, 
degemination is a documented fact across languages and ‘Icelandic Pre-aspiration, which converts /pp tt 
kk/ to /hp ht hk/, but leaves non-identical stop sequences alone’ is one of them. 
 In the section where preaspiration is treated (see 2.2.2.), we also mentioned that the phenomenon 
targets /stop+sonorant/. The data illustrating this are repeated in (24) and in (25): 

(24)  Preaspiration of clusters in Icelandic 
  /hnɛppa/ [nɛ̥hpa] button INF.  /oppna/ [ohpna] open INF. 
  /dɛkk/  [tɛhk] tyre /vattn/ [vahtn]̥ water 

  /nautt/  [nauht] night /sakkna/ [sahkna] miss INF. 

(25)  Preaspiration of clusters in Faroese 
  /knappʊɹ/ [knaʰppʊɹ] up /vattn/ [vaʰ tn]̥ water 
  /takka/ [taʰkka] thank INF. /sokknir/ [sɔʰkn ɪɹ] miss INF. 
  /nɔt t /  [nɔʰ t t] night /tvatt la/ [tvatla] intend INF. 
 

We postulate that the underlying forms of those clusters contain geminates. Such an analysis was already 
proposed by Thráinsson (1978, according to (Árnason 2011)). Indeed, without underlying gemination, we 
cannot explain why /stop+sonorant/ clusters are affected. This proposal is echoed in the synchrony and 
the diachrony of Germanic languages: the same words do contain or have contained geminate voiceless 
stops in (close) related languages. In (26) we give the words apple and water in various Germanic 
languages. The reader will note that, the German word Apfel does contain an affricate, which is to 
consider as a single consonant and which reveals a former long voiceless labial stop, before the High 
German consonant shift occurred (Conzelmann 2008): 

(26)  Comparison of the words apple and water in various Germanic languages 
 Icelandic: /ɛppli/ [ɛhpli] apple Icelandic: /vattn/ [vahtn] water 
 Swedish: äpple Swedish: vatten 
 English: apple Old high German: wazzar 
 German: Apfel  

Moreover, we would like to point out the fact that it is not possible to meet preaspirated stops where 
geminates are forbidden (word-initially) – this constitutes our second argument for underlying gemination. 
 Consequently, the same analysis as the one given in (23) holds for this case of preaspiration too: 
underlying geminates undergo degemination before the stop in coda loses most of its content and is 
reduced to the extent of only bearing the [+glottal] feature. We give in (27) the illustration of 
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preaspiration of /stop+sonorant/ clusters, which is the same as the one given in (23), but with an extra 
consonant following the geminate: 

(27) Preaspiration in /stop+sonorant+clusters 
 (a) V  C  .  C  C  V → (b) V  C  .  C   C  V 
 
 p  l h  p l 

We previously showed that spirantization, voicing and preaspiration are mechanisms that target [+SG] 
segments and that apply regularly to the whole hierarchy. These mechanisms are summarized in (28a): 

(28)  (a) spirantization: [(-glottal, ±anterior, ±coronal), +SG, -cont.] → [(…), +cont.] 
 voicing: [[(-glottal, ±anterior, ±coronal), +SG] → [(…), -SG, -cont.] 
 preaspiration: [(-glottal, ±anterior, ±coronal), +SG] →[+glottal] 
 (b) occlusivization: [-glottal, -anterior, +coronal, -SG, +cont.] → […, +SG] 
 /g/ vocalization: [-glottal, +anterior, -SG, -cont.] → […, +cont.] 

The mechanisms described in (28b) could not be generalized, for they only apply to a specific part of the 
hierarchy. For example, occlusivization (presented in (8) in section 2.2.2.), which can be considered as 
the mirror image of spirantization, affects /f/ only. It means that /p, t, k/ can weaken to [f, s, x] but only 
/f/ can strengthen to [p]. Occlusivization passes by the swap from a negative to a positive one for the 
feature [SG] – since Spread Glottis only applies to stops, /f/ automatically surfaces as a stop. 
 We described semi-vocalization of /g/ as active in Icelandic, Faroese, Swedish, Bokmål and 
Danish: in those languages /g/ can be pronounced [j] or [w] depending on the context (see section 2.2.2.). 
The other lenis stops of the languages concerned with vocalization, /b, d/, do not exhibit a similar 
behavior. Thus this leads us to the conclusion that the mechanism at play behind this phenomenon seeks 
[-anterior, -SG, -continuous] segments exclusively, that is the velar lenis stop. 
 The illustrations of the phenomena we made with help of the Contrastive Hierarchy allow us to 
draw a parallel between spirantization and vocalization: in both cases, targets go from [±SG, -strident] to 
[-SG, +strident], i.e. stops are realized as fricatives. This transition is traditionally used as an illustration 
of the lenition mechanism (Lass 1984, Anderson and Ewen 1987, Carvalho et al. 2008). Consequently, 
semi-vocalization and spirantization finally respond to the same unique major change (lenition) and work 
exactly the same way, which is summed up in (29): 

(29) [±SG, -strident] → [-SG, +strident] 

In this section, we put forward the fact that Nordic consonants have the same phonological active content 
– it also means that they should behave the same way and undergo the same changes. This argument 
holds for some phenomena: /g/ is sensitive to vocalization in all the North Germanic languages and 
voicing is present in three of the five languages discussed here. On the other hand, we also find processes 
that are restricted to a single language or to some of them. For example, preaspiration is active in Western 
Nordic only, we do not find it in standard Danish, Swedish or Bokmål. However, if the consonants of 
these languages have exactly the same layout, how can the phenomenon be restricted to Icelandic and 
Faroese only ? Obviously, preaspiration is parameterized in Western Nordic and blocked in Eastern 
Nordic. Nevertheless, even if we do not expect preaspiration in Danish, Swedish and Bokmål, we do not 
exclude it completely. Indeed, in a previous pilot study (Voeltzel 2011), we recorded native speakers of 
Danish, Swedish and Norwegian in reading tasks and spontaneous speeches. The aim of the study was to 
collect first-hand data and to check the distribution of the phenomenology as it is described in the 
literature. The first observation we could make is that some processes, given as central in the literature 
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didn't occur13. The second, and most important observation for our present concern is that some 
phenomena, which we did not expect in the languages we were testing, emerged - we give the data in (30) 
and (31) below: 

(30) Unexpected data recorded in Swedish 
 /trett io/  [trehtio]  instead of  [trett io]  thirty  
 /jɛt tə/  [jɛhtə]  instead of  [jɛt tə]  giant (x 2) 
 /stakkarən/  [stahkarən]  instead of  [stakkarən]  poor thing  
 /vakkert/  [vahkaʈ]  instead of  [vakkaʈ]  beautifully  
 /pappa/ [pahpa] instead of  [pappa] daddy (x 2) 

(31) Unexpected data recorded in Norwegian 
 /stakkaʁs/14  [stahkaʁs]  instead of  [stakkaʁs]  poor thing  
 /nit tən/ [nihtn]̩ instead of  [nit tn]̩ nineteen  

As shown in (30) and (31), we were able to record preaspiration in the speech of the Norwegian and the 
Swedish speakers. In the previous data, preaspirated stops surface where there are underlying geminates. 
The context of the preaspiration recorded in Bokmål and Swedish fits in the scenario we proposed for 
Icelandic and Faroese. As a consequence, we claim that the same mechanism applies here too: namely, a 
degemination followed by the weakening of the coda. 
 Now that we presented a unique hierarchy for all five languages, the data in (30), (31) are less 
surprising: since Western and Eastern Nordic languages all respond to a unique contrastive structure, 
there is no such 'East/West boundary' that could restrain the occurrence of preaspiration to the Western 
group only – Eastern Nordic consonants are just as exposed as the Western ones. 

3.3. Limits 
The representation in (21) has many advantages for the study of phonological activity in languages, like 
the transparent illustration of processes affecting the consonants and the unification of disparate processes. 
Contrastive Hierarchy has a dimension that goes beyond simple description and offers explanations of 
phonological processes showing how a change affects the content of the segments. 
 However, for a full understanding of the Nordic phenomenology and if we maintain the 
hierarchy exactly as it is in (21), two difficulties appear: the first one involves motivation, the second one 
naturalness. 

3.3.1. No Syllable, No Fun 
Neither the hierarchy in (21), nor the contrastivist approach in general, make any reference to the context 
in which the segments are located. They focus on the segmental level. This leads to a number of questions: 
 First of all, how do we justify why the processes occur? The hierarchy shows how and to what 
extent consonants are affected by processes. However, this approach does not reveal the causes of the 
triggering, which relate to the inter- and intra-constituent relations in syllable structure. As a consequence, 
we miss the constraints regulating and restricting the processes affecting the segments. This missing piece 
of the picture has the effect of allowing some overgeneration. For example, in Danish, voicing targets all 
voiceless stops when they stand in a specific syllabic position – the coda. As reminded in (32) (Basbøll 

                                                             
13 The Danish speaker didn’t voice the voiceless stops where it was expected (in coda). 

14 The speaker we recorded comes from Stavanger where they use the uvular fricative [ʁ] and not [r] (which should be 
standard for Norwegian). 
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2005), stops in onset and intervocalically do not undergo voicing. This does not appear anywhere in our 
hierarchy. 

(32) Treatment of stops in Danish 
phoneme position realization example 

/p/ 
onset 

#_ [pʰ] /pellə/ [pʰelə] pill 
V_V [pʰ] /papiʁ/ [pʰɑpʰ iɐ̯ʔ] paper 

coda 
_ ə [p] /lɑpə/ [lɑpə] patch  
_# [p] /lap/ [lap] rag 

/t/ 
onset 

#_ [ts] /taskə/ [t saskə] bag  
V_V [ts] /foto/ [fot so] photograph 

coda 
_ ə [t] /notə/ [noːtə] (musical) note 
_# [t] /lyt/ [lyt] listen IMP. SG.  

/k/ 
onset 

#_ [kʰ] /køs/ [kʰøs] kiss  
V_V [kʰ] /lakerə/ [lakʰeːʔɐ]̯ lacker INF. 

coda 
_ ə [k] /tɑkə/ [tɑkə] thank INF. 
_# [k] /hak/ [hɑk] notch 

Secondly, how to deal with long segments? The hierarchy, as it is in (21), does not allow representing the 
particular situation of geminates. Underlying long consonants are subjected to changes that are different 
according to languages: in (33), we give examples of voiceless stops geminates for each Nordic language. 

(33) Geminate voiceless stops across Nordic languages 
 V /pp/ V V /tt/ V V /kk/ V 
Swedish /lappa/ [lappʰa] patch INF. /fatta/ [fattʰa] catch INF. /takka/ [takkʰa] thank INF. 
Bokmål /lappe/ [lappʰə] patch INF. /fatte/ [fattə] catch INF. /takke/ [takkʰə] thank INF. 
Icelandic /lappa/ [lahpa] patch INF. /fatta/ [fahta] catch INF. /θakka/ [θahka] thank INF. 
Faroese /lɛappi/ [lɛaʰppi] patch, rag /kɛttəɹ/ [t ͡ʃɛʰ t təɹ] cat PL. /tɛakka/ [tɛaʰkka] thank INF. 
(Danish (/lɑpə/ [lɑpə] patch INF. (/fatə/ [fatə] catch INF. (/tɑkə/ [tɑkə] thank INF.) 

Underlying (derived from Old Norse) voiceless stop geminates should surface long. That is indeed what 
we can observe in Swedish, Bokmål and Faroese. In Icelandic and in Faroese, we see that preaspiration 
occurs, which is expected, given the description of the phenomenon given in section 2.2.2. In Danish 
however, single voiced stops are produced. Danish would match the hierarchy if we consider that there is 
no underlying geminates. (See Basbøll 2005, Voeltzel 2013).  
 Focusing on the Nordic geminates, it is yet not possible to distinguish between single and 
geminate consonants in the hierarchy we built in (20): we cannot explain the mechanisms affecting 
geminates and restrain them to this specific situation. 

3.3.2. Naturalness 
Spirantization is generally classified as a lenition process – fricatives are weaker than stops (Lass 1984). 
The representation of spirantization that we get from the hierarchy in (21) ([+SG → -SG, +continuous]) 
does not reflect any content loss: on the contrary, segments end up more complex than before undergoing 
spirantization. This lack of naturalness in the representation is not the result of the hierarchical 
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organization per se, but rather of the use of binary features. Indeed, even if a feature swaps a positive 
value for a negative one, the feature still counts in the segmental content, making lenition impossible to 
reflect. 
 In order to overcome the two kinds of difficulties mentioned above – absence of syllabic 
structure and lack of naturalness, we aim to develop a representation of the obstruent inventory based on 
elements using Element Theory (KLV 1988, Angoujard 1997, Scheer 1999, Backley 2011) and 
Government Phonology (KLV 1990, Lowenstamm 1996, Scheer 2004). Nevertheless, the hierarchy of 
elements must not be an exact translation of the hierarchy in (20) – privative elements cannot directly 
replace binary features under the branching nodes. Moreover, the results we get from this hierarchy 
cannot be considered independently from the syllabic structure. Therefore, we aim to propose a rereading 
of the phenomenology of Nordic that connects the new elementary representations that we posit to the 
syllabic constraints. As a consequence, we explore new hypotheses concerning the phonological activity 
in Scandinavian languages. 

4. From Features to Elements 

4.1. Binary vs. Unary Hierarchy 
The transition from features to elements could mean a replacement of binary objects with unary objects. 
Such an approach has already been considered by Harris (1994), Harris & Lindsey (1994), Nasukawa & 
Backley (2005) and Angoujard (2006) who adapt Feature Geometry (Clements 1985) to elements. The 
structure is given in (34)15: 

(34) Feature Geometry applied to elements 
 segment 

qp 
 laryngal supra-laryngal 
 2 
 H L 
   place mode velum 
 
 
 A I U R h ʔ l ŋ 

Such an adaptation is viable if we consider, like Harris (1994), that each element refers to a phonetic 
property – namely, if we read elements exactly the same way we read features. However, it is not 
compatible with the contrastivist approach, mainly because it does not take into account contrasts to 
contrast and aim to represent every property of sounds. 
 Next, it falls on what Jensen (1994:72) called "The Neo-Segmentalist" approach to elements: in 
other words, reconducting the pre-autosegmental hypothesis of Absolute Slicing16. 
 Now, if we combine the Elements Theory and the structure of the previously given hierarchy, we 
obtain the representation in (32), i.e. a tree whose branches host matrices filled with elements: 

(35) Translation of the binary hierarchy into elements 
 

                                                             
15 Angoujard (2006: 39). 
16 The idea that "morphemes" can be segmented in phonemes (feature matrices) which share no relations with their 
neighbours. 
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(/h/) 

{h H}   
 

(/k/)    
{v ʔ h H} (/p/) 

 (/j/ ~ /w/)  (/g/)  {U ʔ h H} 
 {I h} {U h} {v ʔ h}  (/t/) 
 (/f/) (/b/) {A ʔ h H} 
 {U h H} {U ʔ h} (/s/) (/d/) 
 {I A h H}17 {A ʔ h} 

The matrices used in this figure come from Árnason (2011). 
- Labials have {U}, velars have {v}, palatals have {I} and dentals have {A}. 
- All consonants have noise, {h}. 
- Only stops bear a specific element that differentiates them from fricatives: {ʔ}. 
- Lenis and fortis are distinguished through the aspiration element {H} – no mention of voicing is 

made here, given that voice is not a salient contrast for stops in Germanic languages. 

4.2. Why the New Hierarchy cannot be a Simple Translation into Elements 
The representation given in (35) can prove problematic for many reasons: 
 First, the global architecture of the Contrastive Hierarchy is obtained through successive splits – 
each node corresponds to a feature and divides in two branches, one for each value. Thus, it is conceived 
to host binary objects – yet, in (35) we placed unary objects in it. 
 Secondly, if we leave aside the issue caused by the structure made for binary features and used 
for privative elements, we lose the justification of the organization of the nodes. The relevance of the sub-
groups in (20) (/k, j~w, g/, /p, f, b/, /t, s, d/) relies on the integrated sub-system method we used 
following Basbøll (2005). In the classical generativist framework, segments within a sub-system share a 
vast majority of their content – which is why they interact so easily. If we use elements, we still see the 
links between the members of a same sub-group, however the relations between the subgroups seem now 
totally arbitrary. In (35), why is the node for labials related to the node for coronal, both being opposed to 
the node for velar? The Nordic phenomenology exhibits processes connecting the segments within each 
class, but nothing indicates that labials and coronal are anyhow connected.  
 There must be a correlation between a hierarchy and the phenomenology it explains. If we admit 
that the way sub-groups are organized has no other reason for being than allowing the Contrastive 
Hierarchy to justify the phenomena, then we have to modify this organization to represent the 
mechanisms the most accurately possible. As a consequence, it could imply the coexistence of various 
hierarchies within a single language, in order to take account of all the phenomena – such a procedure 
would be in discord with the constrastivist approach. 
 To illustrate this, let's turn to a phenomenon broadly present in all Scandinavian languages – 
namely merger. Some underlying clusters surface as one single segment, which gathers properties from 
both underlying consonants. This is illustrated in (36) with the merger of the cluster /sk/ into a palatal 
fricative before front vowels (see (36a)), and the clusters /fn/, /vn/ into a nasal bilabial before /d/ (see 

                                                             
17 Árnason (2011:112): "Given that it [/s/] is a very 'rich' sound, having a rather dense spectral profile, it would seem 
appropriate to see it as a mixture of resonance elements, that is A (for 'mass') and I ('dip' for diffusion), along with h and H 
[…]" 
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(36b)). As you can see, in the case of /sk/-cluster, the result of the merger may vary according to the 
language: [ʃ] or [ɧ]. However, the mechanism itself stays the same in Faroese, Bokmål and Swedish. 

(36) Merging in Nordic Languages 
(a) (b) 

Icelandic 
 (unattested)   /nefnd/ [nemt] committee 
Faroese 
 /skyt/ [ʃɛiːt] shoot PRET. /skifta/ [ʃɪfta] change INF. /nɛvndʊɹ/ [nɛmtʊɹ] name PAST PART. 
Swedish  
 /sked/ [ɧeːd] spoon /skiva/ [ɧ iːva] record INF. (unattested) 
Bokmål 
 /sky/ [ʃyː] cloud /ski/ [ʃ iː] ski  (unattested) 

On the one hand, in order to justify the partnership between /s/ and /k/ in the cluster /sk/ and explain why 
they interact during merger, we could place coronals and velars under the same node of the hierarchy, as 
shown in (37a). Thus, we leave aside labials, which do not intervene in this merger. 
 On the other hand, if we now consider the second case of merger exposed here, this time the 
labials interact with the coronals – velars do not come into play here. This would lead to a hierarchy like 
the one in (37b). 
 Faroese shows both types of mergers – it means both hierarchies in (37) would be required to 
take accurately account of the partnerships of Faroese. In other words: a single language could answer to 
several hierarchies. This is however not what is aimed with the contrastivist approach. 

(37) Various nodes organization in the hierarchy of Faroese 
(a) qp 
 /p/ wo 

/k/ /t/ 
 
 
(b) qp 

/k/ wo 
/p/ /t/ 
 

A third issue caused by the hierarchy in (35) is the opacity to some processes that we could previously 
explain with the original hierarchy. Let's take the example of the semi-vocalization of /g/ that can surface 
either as a palatal glide [j] or as a labio-velar glide [w] in every Nordic language. Data are recalled in (38): 

(38) Semi-vocalization of /g/ 
/g/ → [j] /g/ → [w] 

Icelandic /deg ɪ/ [teij ɪ] day DAT. SG. /θeigʏm/ [θeijʏm] be silent INF.  (unattested) 
Faroese /speg ɪl/ [speːj ɪl] mirror /aiga/ [aiːja] own INF. /mʉugʊ/ [mʉuːwʊ] must PRES. PL. 
Danish /lɑgə/ [lɑjə] play INF. /blɑj / [plɑj ʔ] pale /lɔg/ [lɔːʔw] sorrow 
Swedish /bœrg/ [bœrːj] mountain /ɛlg/ [ɛlj] moose (unattested) 
Bokmål /gi/ [j iː] give INF. /gyldən/ [julːn] begin INF. (unattested) 
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While in the features hierarchy (see (20)), the velar stop /g/ and the glides share most of their content and 
differentiate in only one feature value, in Árnason's framework, these segments share nothing. This is 
what we illustrate in (39): 

(39) Semi-vocalization of /g/ according to Árnason 
/g/ → [j]/[w] 

(a) [-anterior, -SG, -continuous]  [-anterior, -SG, +continuous] 
(b) {v ʔ h}  {I h}/{U h} 

Because he uses the {v} element to qualify the place of articulation in /g/, Árnason18 loses the link 
between the velar stop and the dorsal glides, which interact within the Scandinavian languages though. 
Not only /k, g, j, w/ do not form a natural class anymore, but we also lose the transparency and the 
explanation on the semi-vocalization of /g/. The transition from stop to semi-consonant counts as lenition 
– the result must be "simpler" as the original consonant and what is left in the lenified segment's content 
must already be present in the stop's structure. In (39b), we clearly see that it is not the case. Instead, we 
would have to admit that /g/ lost all its content and gained {I} or {U}. This case would be in violation of 
the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) and complies with no existing phenomenon. 

(40) Extended Projection Principle (Scheer 1999:214) 

Observable objects on the surface have a lexical origin or are the result of a derivation based on 
lexically present material. "Nothing falls from heaven". 

The same violation of EPP holds for spirantization in Icelandic, which we sum up in (41a): 

(41) Spirantization in Icelandic  
(a)  /p, t, k/ → [f, s, x] /_ t,s 
 
(b)  /p/ → [f] /t/ → [s] /k/ → [x]19 
 {U ʔ h H} {U h H} {A ʔ h H} {I A h H} {v ʔ h H} {v h H} 

Spirantization also counts as a lenition process, since stops become fricatives, and thus lose part of their 
content. The place of articulation has nothing to do here, since only the manner matters.  
 As shown in (30)(b), while the weakening of /p/ into [f] and of /k/ into [x] is rendered clearly, 
the spirantization of /t/ is abstruse. Indeed, the term of lenition is not justified here since the weakened 
segment has exactly the same number of elements as its occlusive counterpart. Plus, /s/ gains an extra 
property in its place of articulation, namely {I}.  

4.3. An Element Hierarchy 
In order to develop a consistent unary hierarchy that overcomes the difficulties we just mentioned, we 
must not use elements as a translation of features. Indeed, elements allow more plasticity than features 
and allow us to stand out from the phonetical "reality". The representations that we use for segmental 
content are mostly based on KLV 1988, Harris 1994, Scheer 1996, 1999, Angoujard 1997, 2006 and 
Árnason 2011. They are summed up in (42), below: 

(42) Element representations of the Nordic consonants 

                                                             
18 We also find {v} for velarity in Harris (1994) and Angoujard (2006). Scheer (1999) uses another element for it: {U}. 
Labiality is then noted with {B}. 

19 We consider [x] as an allophone of /g/ - as a consequence, it contains the same elements except the occlusion. 
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  coronals: {I} /d, t, s, n/ 
 labials: {U} /b, p, f, v, w, m/ 
 dorsals: {I U} /g, k, j, ŋ/ 
     stops: {ʔ h} /d, t, b, p, g, k, m, n, ŋ/ 
 fricatives: {h} /s, f, v/ 
 aspirated (voiceless): {H} /p, t, k/ 
 nasals: {N} /m, n, ŋ/ 
 liquids: {R} /l, r/ 
 trill: {T} /r/ 

- Every consonant contains noise: {h} – the distinction between fricatives and stops is made 
through the occlusion element. 

- On the same model as Árnason, we use {H} to mark aspiration on the fortis. We won't use the 
element, {L}, for lenis consonants, i.e. voiced stops20. Following Iverson and Salmon (1995), 
voice is not contrastive among the stops in Germanic languages.  

- Contra most of the authors we just quoted, we use simultaneously {I} and {U} for velarity and 
do not make any use of {v}. Indeed, Faroese and Danish phonology show processes where velar 
/g/ can surface either as /j/ or as /w/, i.e. as a palatal glide or as a labial glide (see (43) and (44)): 

(43)  Faroese 
/speg ɪl/ [speːj ɪl] mirror /tjʉugʊ/ [t ͡ʃʉuːwʊ] twenty 
/løg ɪn/  [løːj ɪn] weird /lœug ɪn/ [lœuːw ɪn] law DEF. 
/aiga/  [aiːja] own INF.  /mʉugʊ/ [mʉuːwʊ] must PRES. 1,2,3 PL. 

 (44)  Danish 
/bœgə/  [pœːjə] bake INF. /dʁɑgə/ [tʁɑːw] draw INF.  
/lɑgə/  [lɑjə] play INF. /lɔg/ [lɔːʔw] promise IMP. SG. 

In keeping with the Extended Projection Principle, we assume that if /g/ can generate segments containing 
{I} or {U}, those two elements have to be active in its content. 
 There is yet no agreement in Element Theory about the content of velars: Scheer (1996), 
proposes that they contain {vU}, Harris (1994) suppose that they are empty {@} while Backley (2011: 
79sq) argues that, because they seem to be opposed to labials in some languages, they should be 
headedless {U}. Schwartz (2010), in an extended version of GP 2.0, gives strong phonetic arguments that 
they should contain only {I}. 
Here, the hypothesis that velars contain {I} and {U} has strong support if we look at the diachrony of 
French for example, where Latin /g,k/ (fakta, noctem, pigmentu) can lead through "vocalic resolution" to 
Gallo-Romance /w,j/ (fajta, nojte, piumentu) (Bourciez E. & Bourciez J. (1967). Romanian lenition of 
Latin clusters /kt,ks/ leads respectively to /pt,(p)s/ (lat. noctem > roum. noapte, lat. pectus > roum. piept, 
lat. coxa > roum. koapsa, lat. frixit > roum. fripse (Sala, 1970 : 24, Nandris, 1963 : 152-153 ). 
 Another argument comes from acquisition and pathology. In fig. (20), we deliberately used the 
jakobsonian featural system. In Jakobson (1941) it is argued that the child acquires her phonological 
system in a stratificational way. Concerning consonants, the [+diffuse] feature comes first, then [±grave] 
and then [+compact]. In other words, the first consonant is an undetermined [coronal/labial] (a diffuse 
consonant) then the child acquire the [coronal]~[labial] opposition ([+acute] and [+grave], respectively). 
The next step is the split between the [saturated]/[diluted] consonants which splits the consonants in 
velars, [compact], versus labials and coronals, [diffuse]. There is an implicational relation in the order of 

                                                             
20 See Brandão de Carvalho (2002) for a discussion about {L} and arguments to dismiss this element. See also Nasukawa 
(2005). 
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acquisition of these features. In the jakobsonian perspective, pathology displays the reverse order. Tifrit 
& Prince (2012, 2013) show that there is a tendency in patients' productions to "subsitute" dorsals by 
coronals (in the majority of cases) and labials. They argue that jakobsonian [compact] is the union of  
[acute] and [grave] and translates in Element Theory as the union of {I} and {U}: velars are represented 
as {IU}. 
 The glottal fricative /h/ has no place of articulation – as a consequence, it does not bear neither 
{U} nor {I} in its internal structure. Since it is a fricative and aspirated, we give it the following content: 
{H h}. This last segment does not appear in the hierarchy we are about to present. We focus here on the 
oral obstruents. 

(45) Elements hierarchy for Nordic languages 

 qp 
{I}∨{U} {I}∧{U}  

 ru ru 
 {I} {U} {IUh} {IU} 

ru ru ru 
 {Ih} {I} {Uh} {U} {IUh?} {IUh} 

ru ru ru 
 {Ih?} {Ih} {U?h} {Uh} {IUh?} {IUh?H} 

ru /s/ ru /f/ /g/ /k/ 
{Ih?} {Ih?H} {Uh?} {U?hH} 

/d/ /t/ /b/ /p/ 

In (45), the first division of the hierarchy leads either to the disjunction of the elements {I} and {U} or to 
their conjunction. We thus find in the left part of the tree segments bearing either {I} or {U}, meaning the 
labials and the coronals respectively. On the right part, we find segments that have simultaneously {I} 
and {U} – in other words, the velars. These elements, which are essential in the segmental representations 
are the first to appear. The other ones, used to qualify the place of articulation, are added progressively. 
 The second level of division introduces the noise element {h} that we find in every consonant, 
except semi-consonants. This stage allows us to distinguish /j/ and /w/ from the rest. 
 At the third level comes the occlusion element {ʔ}. This is where the fricatives stand out. 
 At the bottom of the hierarchy, all the stops remain – they are differentiated through the 
aspiration element. For the reason mentioned previously, there is no need for a voicing element: the main 
contrast is between lenis and fortis. Lenis consonants are interpreted as voiced or unvoiced, but always 
non-aspirated. 
 This approach permits a unified account of the Nordic phenomenology. The whole family has 
the same active content - it means that the mechanisms apply the same way in the five languages. Some 
phenomena, like preaspiration here, are not active in the whole family but remain latent. In other words, 
preaspiration is expected in standard Icelandic and Faroese only, however, it can be spontaneously 
triggered in Swedish and Norwegian and when it does, the process works exactly the same as in Western 
Nordic. 
 The Contrastive Hierarchy, as it is proposed in Dresher (2009), can lack some important aspects 
for a full understanding of the Nordic phenomenology. The first critique is addressed to the absence of 
the syllabic structure in the representation. As a consequence, the hierarchy by itself does not allow to 
understand the origins of the mechanisms: why and where are they triggered? How to deal with length? 
The second critique we formulated is not attributable to the hierarchical method itself, but rather to the 
use of binary features: the two major mechanisms from which almost all phenomena originate (lenition 
and fortition) cannot be clearly rendered. 
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 The new representation of the hierarchy we propose allow us to fully assess content gain or loss 
and to overcome the naturalness issue mentioned previously: 
– first, spirantization of /t/ into /s/ is now rendered by the loss of the occlusion element {I ? H h} → {I h} 
– this fits into the lenition scenario. The same remark holds for the voicing process, which also counts as 
a lenition mechanism: [+SG] → [-SG, -continuous]. If we now illustrate "voicing" of /t/ with elements, 
the weakening is now described as content loss: {I ? H h} → {I ? h}. Loosing {H} element turns the 
fortis consonant into a lenis.  
– second, preaspiration is now clearly rendered: dissociation of the geminate leads to a preaspirated lenis 
meaning that {H} element stays in Coda, while the remaining elements are associated to the onset. In this 
case again, the consonant is neither voiced nor unvoiced. By the way, it explains why lenis consonants are 
not concerned with preaspiration: they are devoid of {H}. (And if it contains {L} in certain languages, 
degemination is predicted to be impossible: {L} could not attach to a position alone for it would be 
uninterpretable.) 

(46) Representation of preaspiration 
 Coda Onset 
 . . 
 
 U 
 
 h 
 
 ? 
 H 
– third, even if voicing is phonetically attested, it is to be interpreted as neither voiced nor unvoiced. 
 The lower we get in the hierarchy the more specified the segments. By the way, this elementary 
hierarchy predicts that melodic elements, the higher elements in the structure, should have more weight. 
In our view, this means that these elements are more prone to be heads. In other words, they are the last 
affected elements in lenition processes. All the phenomena we have explored here do respect this 
principle: the last element to be expelled is either {I}, {U}, or both. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented the North Germanic family from a diachronic and a synchronic point of view. 
We stated namely that the 'sister' status of the five Scandinavian languages can still be accounted for 
today without any consideration of the history of this family: Icelandic, Faroese, Danish, Swedish and 
Norwegian have almost identical consonantal systems, which are affected by the same mechanisms. This 
last point could be revealed with the help of the Contrastive Hierarchy method: indeed, we were able to 
represent all five Nordic consonantal systems with only one hierarchical structure. 
 In addition to the consequence it carries for the genetic typology of Scandinavian, the unique 
hierarchy allows us to improve our understanding of the Nordic phenomenology. 
 We showed that in order to fully develop this hypothesis, the unary hierarchy cannot be a simple 
transposition of the binary hierarchy. The unary hierarchy we proposed puts forth the phonological active 
material at play in the scandinavian processes and uses a restrictive set of elements. The hierarchy 
explains why segments are targets of processes and how classes of segments interact. This proposition is 
a contribution to the debate between Dresher (2014) and Scheer (2010) on the possibility to apply the 
contrastivist approach to Element Theory. Eventually, we showed that the contrastivist approach is 
compatible with elements and provides opportunity to get rid of the problems linked to the use of binary 
features. 
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